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Several natural and people-induced disturbances leave
conditions that warrant rehabilitation treatments …
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As examples …
… snow and ice loading, and wind storms

As examples …
… snow and ice loading, and wind storms
… fire causing partial mortality
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As examples …
… snow and ice loading, and wind storms
… fire causing partial mortality
… damage by insects and diseases

As examples …
… snow and ice loading, and wind storms
… fire causing partial mortality
… damage by insects and diseases
… cutting practices

… these ongoing and never ending
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… so let’s use exploitive cutting
to explore stand rehabilitation

And ask …
How much diameter-limit cutting
or some other exploitive harvesting …
… compared to silviculture

And what does it leave behind …
… compared to silviculture
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Using New York State as an example
for Northeastern North America…
NY Society of American Foresters wanted
to know about common timber harvesting …
… so it sampled recently cut stands
across the state

In the late 1990’s …

And looked at …
-- residual stocking (basal area/acre)
-- variation of residual stocking
-- retention of desirable species
-- change in average tree diameter
-- change in sawtimber potential
… in combination
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First assigning a rating to each of the five
measured stand characteristics …
… on a scale of 1 to 3:
1 = Good
2 = Mediocre
3 = Bad
… based on objective decision
criteria for assigning points
… in increments of 0.1 points

Then rating each stand using a composite index
that averaged these five measured stand
characteristics …
… on a scale of 1 to 3:
1 = Good
2 = Mediocre
3 = Bad
… also in increments of 0.1 points
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We found …
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And this …

49%
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Or worse …
8
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… commonly among stands after two diameter-limit cuts

More recent surveys in NY, PA, KY,
and WV had the similar findings …

… diameter-limit and
other exploitative cuts

most common
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Pell (1998) in Pennsylvania …

… questioned the potential for long-term sustainability

Fajvan (1998) in West Virginia …

… most not sustainable

McGill et al. (2004) in West Virginia …

… diameter-limit cutting the most severe practice

Munsell and Germain (2007) in New York …

… essentially mediocre and not sustainable

Schuler and McGill (2007) in Appalachian region …

…diameter-limit cutting depleted quality sawlog
resources

Stringer (2008) in Kentucky …

… 72% of stands degraded by exploitive cutting

Munsell et al. (2009) in New York …

… diameter-limit and premature cutting pervasive
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With value and production potential lost and long gone …

P. Nyland - 2010

… like closing the door after the sheep got out
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So …
- how did cutting change stand conditions
- do residual conditions dictate or limit
the treatment options

We did NOT find only poor species …
… diameter-limit cutting in even-aged northern
hardwoods removed most shade-intolerant trees

… but left sugar maple
or a usable species
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We did NOT find only poor species …
… diameter-limit cutting in even-aged northern
hardwoods removed most shade-intolerant trees
… but left sugar maple

… in uneven-aged northern hardwood stands already
dominated by sugar maple
… cutting left mostly sugar maple
or a usable species

Using data from the NY SAF assessment, we can
compare other conditions among stands …
Change or status
of a particular stand characteristic
-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0 +1.0 +2.0 +3.0

`
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Trend lines
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… putting stands in order by overall rating, and
examining the condition for each characteristic
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Altogether, five other conditions will influence decisions …

1. change of average diameter
… with QSD increasing or decreasing

Change in QSD

(how many times smaller or larger) …

Regression line
R2 = 0.50

1.0

1.0 = ideal conditions

1.5

2.2

3.0

3.0 = awful conditions
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Change in QSD

(how many times smaller or larger) …
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An even-aged stand …

… removing the biggest of the cohort
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An uneven-aged stand …

… removing the older age classes

… this example before
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… this example before

… and after a second
diameter-limit cut

Altogether, five other changes will influence decisions …

2. change in potential for future growth
and production
… and especially the difference between
even- and uneven-aged stands
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So start with
even-aged stands …

… after dia

meter-limit

cutting

15-year post-thinning diameter
growth of sugar maple trees
in different initial crown positions
(B-level relative density)

Crown
position

15-year
total (cm)

Annual
(cm)

Dominant

7.34

0.49

Codominant

4.95

0.33

Good growth
after release …
Nyland et al. 1993
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15-year post-thinning diameter
growth of sugar maple trees
in different initial crown positions
(B-level relative density)
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Yet for uneven-aged stands …
Height in
meters

… trees of all ages have
better-developed crowns
and reasonable vigor

32
2
9
24

… at least
in managed stands
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And trees of all ages
(sizes) grow well …

… but slower at higher
residual basal area
BA 14.9 m2/ha
BA 17.2 m2/ha

… sugar maple diameter
growth in managed stands
Kiernan et al. 2008
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With good growth potential among small trees …
Individual tree diameter growth
(Stands at 17.2 m2/ha)

Dbh – cm

BA 14.9 m2/ha
BA 17.2 m2/ha

Kiernan et al. 2008
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For uneven-aged stands, residual stocking and
distribution of residual trees likely have an
important effect on stand-level production …

Altogether, five other changes will influence decisions …

3. change in residual tree quality
… asking if sufficient for future management

… with the numbers of good trees and
their condition dictating the options
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We only judged IF a tree would
eventually have …
… at least one salable factory grade log

… not a high standard

AGS among all residual growing stock …
Acceptable Growing Stock - All Sizes

Regression line
R2 = 0.29
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AGS among residual sawtimber …
… based on lower bole quality
Acceptable Sawtimber Growing Stock

Regression line
R2 = 0.17
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1.0 = ideal conditions

With diameter-limit cutting …

3.0 = awful conditions

… the best removed (even-aged)
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… the best removed
(uneven-aged)

Altogether, five other changes will influence decisions …

4. change in patchiness of residual stocking
… and how that limits the potential for
a single treatment throughout the stand
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Change in patchiness (negative means less patchiness) …
Regression line
R2 = 0.17
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An even-aged stand …

… growing together like this
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Or after diameter-limit cutting …

… disturbed even-aged

… patchy (even-aged)
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An uneven-aged stand …

… growing together like this

Or after diameter-limit cutting …

… disturbed uneven-aged
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Bohn (2005) assessed effects on spatial uniformity
within uneven-aged stands …
... single-tree selection system increased spatial
uniformity of sawtimber at 1st cut, and poles
at 2nd entry
... diameter-limit cutting increased clumping
and patchiness of poles and saplings at 1st cut
… spatial distribution of residual sawtimber
became locally patchy after d-limit cutting
… but random at the stand level

… patchy (uneven–aged)
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Altogether, five other changes will influence decisions …

5. likelihood of interference
… to inhibit success with either a natural
or artificial regeneration method
… usually if interfering plants cover
1/3 or more of the stand area

… not measured in the NY SAF assessment
… but something to check when looking for
advance regeneration
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story beech …
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Or ferns and grasses …

… often you must deal with
such interference after a
second diameter-limit cutting

J & R Fo
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So at least five factors will influence decisions
when planning rehabilitation after many kinds
of disturbances…
1. change of average diameter
2. potential for future growth
3. change in residual tree quality
4. patchiness of residual stocking
5. likelihood of interference

Of these patchiness …

... importantly complicates prescription making
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And patchiness results both from
irregular distribution of residual trees …

… and also irregular stocking of useable ones
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Often requiring a separate treatment
for different parts of a stand …

… perhaps partially cutting some areas
… establishing a new age class as well

… and clearing off all the poor residuals
in other places

… with natural or artificial regeneration
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These findings demonstrate that …

… rehabilitation

REQUIRES
well-planned silvicultural

ntory …
e
v
n
i
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So first m
… assessing the regeneration as well as the residuals
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So what to do …

Let’s start with areas or stands having some
acceptable trees to keep …
… and objectives that require leaving
some residual growing stock

… for mediocre and poor stands

Option A: With Some Good Residuals
Mediocre areas of stands where …
… insufficient trees for full site utilization
… still a component worth keeping
Objective …
… retain the best trees for future development
… create a new age class beneath them
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First …
… find trees of decent vigor and quality
… leave them at a wide spacing
… uniformly space the residuals
… release advance regeneration or establish
a new age class … for even-aged stands

First …
… find trees of decent vigor and quality
… leave them at a wide spacing
… uniformly space the residuals
… release advance
regeneration
or …
establish
So what does
that mean
a new age class
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Using an inventory to look for acceptable growing stock …
• At least a lower codominant …
… or the equivalent within a cohort
• At least 20-25% of height in live branches
• No epicormic branches on lower bole
• No holes or fruiting bodies on main stem
• Fewer than 25% of major branches dead or dying
• Not leaning more than 10o
After Nyland 2006

Using an inventory to look for acceptable growing stock …
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• Fewer than 25% of major branches dead or dying
• Not leaning more than 10o
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Remember …
… exploitive cutting
reduces stand quality

Leaving ..
… less than the best
… but usable only

if with some promise

First …
… find trees of decent vigor and quality
… leave them at a wide spacing
… uniformly distributed
… and release advance regeneration
or establish a new age class
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… like this

… or even this
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And how many trees …

… all you can

But if …
… want the older age class on half
the growing space at maturity
… will grow trees to 40-46 cm dbh with a
crown radius of ~ 4.5 m
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Then …
… keep trees at ~ 12-m spacing

… ~ 75 trees/ha
… just under 5 m2/ac

… something like this
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And if regulations require more to avoid a permit …

… then keep extra trees between the crop
trees
… keep stocking just above the
jurisdictional threshold
… return to remove the extras when the
new age class grows to adequate size

… or something like this
… with some marginal trees
to keep stocking higher
… for a “short” period
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Shifting from even-aged …

… to 2-aged might serve the objectives
… IF also regenerate a new age class

… to begin a new
cohort between the
residual trees
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… moving toward 2-aged

And Option B:

For uneven-aged

… use low density residual selection cutting
… and regenerate a new age class
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… with more flexibility
among uneven-aged stands

… but remember

Using an inventory to look for acceptable growing stock …
• At least a lower codominant …
… or the equivalent within a cohort
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• Fewer than 25% of major branches dead or dying
• Not leaning more than 10o
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If NO sawtimber left …
… reduce stocking among acceptable poles
… adjust the proportion of poles
and smaller trees

Try this …
… protect the saplings (< 15 cm dbh)
… leave 2/3 of basal area in poles (≥ 15 cm dbh)
… to improve age class distribution
… uniformly space the residuals
… to provide good light for all trees
… keep many large poles (>20 cm dbh)
… to promote movement into sawtimber
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… to promote regeneration, enhance growth, and balance the age classes

If some acceptable sawtimber remains …
… adjust the spacing
… across all size classes
… keeping widely-spaced large trees
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If some acceptable sawtimber remains …
… adjust the spacing
… across all size classes
… keeping widely-spaced large trees
… begin balancing the age classes
… keeping the best of all size classes
… regulating stocking of small, medium,
and large trees
… and start a new age class
… release advance seedlings
… establish new trees to fill the voids

Try this …
… protect the saplings (< 15 cm dbh)
… leave at least 12-13 m2/ha
… with 20%
35%
50%

< 20 cm
20-29 cm
≥ 30cm

… plan for another cutting in 25 years
… or 5 years sooner or each additional
1 m2/ha of growing stock
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Work toward uniform spacing …
… and an intermixing of age classes

… with this transformation
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Above all …
… for stands with some promising trees

… establish a new
cohort beneath the older ones

… not a problem if
have desirable advance
regeneration to release
… and a good seed source
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So …
… for stands with some promising trees

… even- and uneven-aged

Even-aged

…
Uneven-aged …

Control
spacing
and
stocking !
… and regenerate a new age class
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But some stands have no redeeming residual value ...
… like this

Often complicated by …

… few acceptable trees to keep
… little volume for a regular timber sale
… few seedlings
… interference to new regeneration
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So Option C …
… complete replacement
in areas or across stands

For evenor uneven-aged …

… where no or too few good trees
… and a high potential to regenerate a new age class
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… good advance regeneration makes success likely
… stored and blown-in seeds add species of low shade tolerance
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So try this …
(If ≥ 3,700 / ha, ≥ 1 m tall)
… for hardwoods

… given sufficient volume for an operable cut

eeds …
val succ
o
m
e
r
te
Comple

… if abundant and well-developed advance regeneration
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… but remember
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So we also need …

Option D: Areas of stands with limited promise
For ravaged places where …
… too few acceptable trees
… mostly poor residuals remain
… ones of low vigor and produce little seed
… too little volume for a timber sale
Objective …
… remove the low-grade remnants
… create a new age class

… often after two or more diameter-limit cuts
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Here you must …
… clean off the larger dregs
… to open space for regeneration
… leave any suitable trees
… as a seed source
… to grow larger
… remove the interference
… to promote regeneration
… plant the voids
… to reclaim the site

… often investing in small tree removal
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… even mechanically

Here you must …
… clean off the dregs
… to open space for regeneration
… leave any suitable trees
… as a seed source
… to grow larger
… remove the interference
… to promote regeneration
… plant the voids
… to reclaim the site
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And yes …
IF no or too little advance regeneration …
… and no reliable seed source

… you must invest in tree planting
… to get the new cohort started
… and often in site preparation
… to keep the trees alive and growing

And yes…
IF no or too little advance regeneration …
… and no reliable seed source

… you must often invest in site preparation
… to facilitate operations and keep the
trees alive and growing
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… to facilitate operations

And yes…
IF no or too little advance regeneration …
… and no reliable seed source

… you must invest in site preparation
… to facilitate operations and keep the
trees alive and growing
… followed by tree planting
… to get the new cohort started
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... adding seedlings where regeneration might fail

… resulting in a species conversion
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Just remember …

… no matter what you find

… diameter-limit cutting
already took the value
from cutover stands

… and rehabilitation
means reinvesting
for the future
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So make it

cost neutral …

CO$T NEUTRAL means …
... recover sufficient revenues to pay the costs
(if possible)

… or give the wood away
to get the cutting done
… and reinvest any sale value
in site preparation and other
non-commercial treatments
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But that investment leads to restoration …
… reviving the vitality of forested ecosystems
… insuring appropriate biologic diversity
… reducing the spread of invasive plants
… reversing chaotic ecologic change
… and reclaiming the capacity for wood
volume production

But that investment leads to restoration …
… reviving the vitality of forested ecosystems
… insuring appropriate biologic diversity
… reducing the spread of invasive plants
… reversing chaotic ecologic change
… and reclaiming the capacity for wood
… the ecologic necessity
volume production
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… and also reclaiming the capacity
for wood volume production

To deal with …
… compromised growth
… reduced quality
… bothersome interference
… patchy “growing stock”
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Often with …

… a combination of rehabilitation methods
… integrated across the stand

… based on imagination and science

On my …
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